Flint.gg is the **home of every gamers’ identity**. We connect gamers across all games and platforms by enabling them to **easily represent themselves** and their clans.

**About flint.gg**

- Supported by the UnternehmerTUM as well as MediaLab Bayern
- Lively office at Ostbahnhof with 10+ people already working on flint.gg
- Free beer, coffee and fresh fruits
- Raised 40.000€ Pre-Seed via MediaLab Bayern Accelerator

**Why you should apply**

- No bureaucracy and high degrees of freedom.
- Gain a well-rounded experience: We offer a diverse and dynamic environment where you will get the chance to work directly with the founders and gain broad knowledge
- If you like to laugh, you are more than welcome to work with us on site in Munich. If you’d rather work remote, we will find a solution.

**What YOU will work on**

- Help build the backend for our Open Beta (web application) using Express.js, Typescript and PostgreSQL
- Help implement functionalities ranging from user login to profile recommendation systems
- You will work closely together with our current team of three developers
- If you find promising challenges on our journey we are very open to include them into your tasks

**Everything else you need to know**

- Starting date: Date.now();
- Team applications highly welcome
- For further questions regarding the project e-mail: tjorven@flint.gg
- The IDP will be conducted at the TUM Entrepreneurship Research Institute
- You will be supervised by the TUM Entrepreneurship Research Institute and will take 2 lectures (3 ECTS each) from TUM School of Management (e.g. “Introduction to Entrepreneurship” and “Introduction to Business Ethics”).
- Simon and Alicia are currently doing their IDP with us. If you want to know, how they like it, just contact them first: iser@in.tum.de